ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS

STYLE: DUAL POLE, IGNITION TRANSFORMER
PRIMARY VOLTAGE: 120V.
FREQUENCY: 60HZ.
SECONDARY: 10,000V AT 22 MA.
RATING: 250VA.
INSULATION CLASS: 105°C MINIMUM TEMP. RISE: 60°C
MAXIMUM AMBIENT TEMPERATURE: 120°F
WEIGHT: 10 LBS
NOTE: MID POINT OF SECONDARY IS GROUNDED TO CORE & CASE

REV: D OMIT A10-SF10 ON SPECS JL 11/18/02
REV: C ADD WEBSTER# MJ 7-10-00  TITLE: OUTLINE FOR 250 VA. 1PH. 60HZ.
REV: B WAS PART # SF3 MJ 8-19-99
WAS 14 LBS.
REV: A DRAWN ON AUTO CAD & UPDATED
MJ 3-1-99
REF; WEBSTER# 312-24F02 FOR 240V 60HZ

DONGAN ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
PIONEER TRANSFORMER CO.

TOLERANCES
DEIMAL DIMENSIONS ± .005
FRACTIONAL DIMENSIONS ± 1/32
MADE BY RHS  DATE 9-25-57
CHECKED & APPROVED
PART NUMBER A10-SF1 C10-SF1
DRAWING NUMBER 10-342A